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BUT THE AMAZING “LOUD AND CLEAR” Heardloud MADE ME
FEEL AS YOUNG AS IN MY 20S AGAIN!

The story starts with a conversion with my friend…
John, an old friend of mine, was showing off. He said to me,"I just had a new
prescription hearing-aid from my doctor. I spent over $7000 on this device, but it’s the
most advanced so it’s worth every penny."
"What kind is it?” I asked.
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“A quarter to twelve,” John replied.
My friend was suffering the same hearing problem as I used to have.
The time I was turning my 56s, I was starting to go nuts since I was not able to
understand things people were saying to me. It started off slowly, but with time
passing-by, I was beginning to have a serious hearing problem.
People would talk to me and I wouldn’t have a clue what they said. People speaks in
front of me and I had no clue what they just said. Don’t mention about daily
communication! My life was becoming very upset and disappointing.
“Sorry?” “Excuse me??” “Say again?” “What?” was becoming my whole vocabulary.
Not only did people get annoyed at me, but I started to worry that I might lose my
job. People not only turned to get annoyed at me. But I began to be worried about
losing my job. My co-workers, and even worse - my boss, told me something and I
could not know what they had said
Nothing I can do but only to guess what they say.
When hearing loss starts to come on you, it puts bad inﬂuence on the quality of
your life with the entire family.
What’s worse, the symptoms are obvious and painful.
You can hear people talk but you can’t understand what they are saying. Or the
volume of what you hear is so low that you have to strain to hear things. You cup
your hand around your ears and strain to get the gist of it.
You can hear people talk but you have a big question about what they are actually
saying. Or the volume from the outside to your ear is so low that you have to strain
your ear to catch things.
You have to turn the way up about the TV volume in order to hear it, but it’s blowing
and annoying other people. You ‘re concerned about driving because you can’t even
hear horns beeping or worse
When my hearing started to weaken, I got upset and anxious. I knew my wife and
kids were depressed too, even though without any intention, they didn’t want to hurt
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me, or they
had to yell
right in my
ear.
Even
though I’m
still
only
middle-aged
I felt like an
ancient old
man without
any hope!
I went to a
few
very
expensive
hearing
specialists.
These
doctors did
a bunch of tests but really couldn’t tell me anything concrete. I had the feeling that
they were getting commissions from really expensive hearing aid companies
because my doctor arranged a one-month trial of one super-expensive hearing aid
that would cost me (can you believe it) $12,000 after all the ﬁttings and
adjustments. My insurance would only pay for a small part of the cost. The co-pay
was going to be astronomical.
I went to many “professional” hearing specialists where the cost is very expensive.
These doctors did a bunch of tests but really only to give out blurred diagnosis. My
doctor arranged a one-month trial of one super-costly hearing aid that makes me
spend (can you imagine? ) $13,000 after all the ﬁttings and adjustments. My sixsense came right away that the doctors were taking commissions from really
expensive hearing aid companies.
Without doubt, My experience with the super-expensive prescription hearing aid
was poor, to say the least. First of all, it was extremely uncomfortable to wear. It
was supposed to be ﬁtted to my ear, but it kept coming loose and it stopped
working when there wasn’t a tight seal. And when it was tight in my ear, my own
voice was BOOMING. I sounded like I was shouting, and I could never ﬁgure out
how loud my voice actually was. People thought I was screaming at them. At First,
it was exceedingly uncomfortable to wear. It should be customized to be ﬁtted to
my ear, but it kept coming loose and didn’t work when it’s without a tight seal. Also
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when it’s ﬁnally tight in my ear, my own voice was BLASTING MY EAR. I sounded
like I was yelling, and I couldn’t estimate how loud my voice actually was. People
thought I was impolite and always screaming at them.
Not to mention, it was ugly, bulky, and the battery dies fast. I hated the thing. Even
worse, the background noise was another disaster, I always felt like I had a ringing
in my ear. My voice sounded like a bad phone answering machine.
Most expensive prescription hearing aids are made by big, old-school companies
who only want to make money by scamming insurance companies (and you!). They
create something with uninspired engineering that they know will be approved by
Medicare or other insurance, so they can jack up the price and rip you off.
Large quantity of expensive prescription hearing aids in the market are out of big,
old-school corporations who only have a goal of making money by scamming
insurance companies (and you!) They manufacture something with uninspired
engineering that they know will be approved by Medicare or other insurance.
Therefore they can manipulate the price and rip you off.
But Heardloud
was
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worked in the space and aircraft industries. They partnered with factories that are
on the cutting edge of super-high-quality miniature electronics. Imagine you’re
ﬂying a Boeing 787, an F35 ﬁghter jet or orbiting the planet in a Space X capsule,
you MUST HAVE GOOD COMMUNICATIONS.
Your headset has to CUT THE NOISE, BE LOUD AND CLEAR, and MAKE EVERY
WORD UNDERSTANDABLE.
It’s from this inspiration that Heardloud was invented. It costs at a tiny fraction of
the $$$ that the rip-off companies are charging. And, get this, you don’t need a
doctor’s prescription.
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Oh, there’s one more problem. Forget about using my iPhone with that crummy and
ineﬃcient hearing aid. It created some kind of weird electronic loop, my phone is
not working normally with its microphones. All I could hear was crazy buzzing
sounds and disastrous noises. That is, until the battery died after only a few hours.
Eventually I gave the “Luxury Hearing Aid” back to my doctor and told him to forget
it. My doc was disappointed. I guess, his plan of getting his $4,000 commission
comes to a Zero. Too bad, Doc.
But let me get back to John, my friend who had the new $7,000 prescription hearing
aid from his doctor.
Surprise, surprise, he also sent it back. It didn’t work for him.
But the next time I met him he was really happy. We stayed in a wonderful
conversation. John used to shout in my ear for me to hear me, but I spoke in a low,
normal voice, and he understood every single word I said!
I didn’t realize until I looked very hard, but John was wearing a hearing device that
was practically hidden in his ear. And he told me it worked great. He said it didn’t
have any of the problems of his expensive prescription hearing aid. Wow!
He told me that he had found out a brand-new company called Heardloud that was
manufacturing top-of-the-line hearing aids at a fraction of the cost of prescription
models.

Here’s my experience with Heardloud:
It is SUPER COMFORTABLE. The earpiece ﬁt my ear, and it ﬁt snugly inside my ear. The
sound is LOUD AND CLEAR. From the moment I put it on, I no longer had to strain to
hear. No more “heh?”, and “what did you say?” I could clearly understand every word
that was said to me at a normal volume. That’s because Heardloud is implemented
with a proprietary EP which means eardrum bypass technology. The eardrum vibrates
tiny sensitive bones in your ear. Eardrum bypass works by delivering a frequency that
goes right past the eardrum and vibrates your inner ear bone directly! Sounds are
ampliﬁed and delivered true to sound which makes everything intelligible and loud
again!
The battery lasted a really long time. I didn’t have to worry about running out of juice.
And when the battery did become weak, it didn’t just die. A gentle warning indicator
gave me plenty of time to recharge.
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There was no problem with my iPhone. Nothing sticking out of my ear, no screeches
and buzzing. I could use my phone perfectly as normal! That was a big relief.
There are plenty of other things if you’re a spec freak. Adjustable, multi-level ASP.
Variable high-grade audio amp. Microphone noise reduction. Feedback reduction. The
highest-grade electronic chips and aircraft-grade microphone and speakers.

Click here to access a clear world..
HEARING TRACKER (Amsterdam)
First Published on Tuesday, June 4, 2019Saturday, May 4, 2019

AND Heardloud IS OFFERED THIS WEEK AT A SPECIAL LOW PRICE!
If you have any kind of hearing problem at all, you owe it to yourself to try the
amazing Heardloud.
YOU WILL HEAR CLEARLY AND LOUDLY!
GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK! YOU TAKE ABSOLUTELY NO RISK.
RY Heardloud TODAY, AND BE AMAZED. DON’T SPEND A FORTUNE ON RIP-OFF,
OLD FASHIONED TECHNOLOGY. GET THE BEST FOR THE LOWEST PRICE.
Now I don’t feel old anymore. I’m secure at my job, and I understand everything that
anyone says to me. I’m so happy I discovered Heardloud.
And when I ask John “What kind is it”?” he answers Heardloud! ( not a “quarter to
twelve”! )
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Hannes Siemons
Does this work with everyone at different ages?
Like · Reply ·

98k · 23 hrs

Belinda shepherd · Sun Valley High
Hey Hannes, yes, works with everyone who’s over 45. Best purchase I've made in a
while !!
Like · Reply ·

252 · 1 min

Sabine Wright
I bought mine for the full price and now there is a 50% discount? That's not fair!
Like · Reply ·

226 · 3 min

Show 10 other comments in this conversation

Vogt Vanessa ·
How long does it take to ship to Kentucky?
Like · Reply ·

387 · 3 hrs

Herbert Koenen ·
Hey Vogt, got mine after 3 business days.
Like · Reply ·

258 · 7 min

Bernd Martin ·
I got mine 3 weeks ago. My ear works like brand new !. I have already bought one for
my mother. Thanks for this great product!
Like · Reply ·

227 · 9 min

Toon 10 andere reacties in deze conversatie

Marco Hartog
Hey Elke , that's what you need instead of paying over $7k for a “Luxury Version”. ... See More
Like · Reply ·

2497 · 2 hrs

Elke Verlee · ,
Wow, that's crazy. I knew some big company is proﬁteering this way. ordering one now!
Like · Reply ·

571 · 15 min

Johann Winzenborg ·
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Bought one, how long will it take to arrive? / P>
Like · Reply ·

1389 · 18 min

Show 10 other comments in this conversation

Manuela Kretzschmar · Eindhoven
It took me 4 working days.
Like · Reply ·

430 · 4 hrs ·

Bernhard Hemmes
Very easy to use, should have done it sooner. ...
Like · Reply ·

99 · 27 min

Show 10 other comments in this conversation

Manfred Siemens ·
Wow looks awesome, does anyone have one and tested it?
Like · Reply ·

1584 · 5 hrs

Stefan hatches · Amsterdams Lyceum
Yes, my husband and I love it! Totally easy to use.
Like · Reply ·

696 · 35 min

Michel Sanbar ·
Ordered! Cannot wait for it.
Like · Reply ·

412 · 36 min

Toon 10 andere reacties in deze conversatie

Iolanda & Cristiano · Eindhoven
I want one !!
Like · Reply ·

430 · 4 hrs ·

Jennifer Jila Tjarks ·
Does anyone know how long the shipping takes? I want to buy one for my grandmother.
Like · Reply ·

1584 · 5 hrs

Petra Buhren · Amsterdams Lyceum
Hey Jennifer, my arrived after about a week.
Like · Reply ·

696 · 35 min

Anja Müller ·
My friend wants to be happy! Perfect gift.
Like · Reply ·
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